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Abstract—Building-integrated Photo voltaic (BIPV) is the in-
stallation of PV arrays that are integrated into building envelopes
and can generate electricity on their own. Saudi Arabia with its
average daily solar radiation is well-positioned to make use of this
BIPV technology to fulfill its goal of achieving green growth and
expanding electric power generation. By producing power close to
the point of use, this technology will ensure the continuous supply
of energy and will reduce the country’s current transmission and
distribution losses. This study proposed a grid-tied BIPV solar
system to accommodate part of the electricity demands of the
Admission and Registration building (AR) at Effat University in
Jeddah. Detailed design, simulation, economic analysis, and the
saved emission of CO2 are conducted using the PVsyst software.
The results showed the optimal design in terms of the generated
amount of energy could accommodate about 65% of the AR’s
needs while the classic attached PV can provide the AR building
with only 51% of its needs.

Index Terms—BIPV, PVSyst, solar energy, AR building, solar
irradiation, inverter, solar strings, solar modules

I. INTRODUCTION

The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA) is facing a signif-
icant population increase and rapid economic development,
particularly in residential building construction. According to
the General Authority for Statistics, the total population in
Saudi Arabia is about 34.1 million in mid-2021 [1], leading
to an increase in energy consumption. The residential sector
consumption in 2021 accounted for 47.58% of the total elec-
trical energy consumption, followed by the industrial sector
by 20.0%, then the commercial sector by 14.2%, then the
government sector by 12.51%, and finally the other sectors
by 5.71%, [1]. Saudi Arabia ranks as the 11th biggest energy
consumer worldwide and the 2nd-biggest energy consumer
in the middle east. By 2024, the Saudi government plans
to generate electricity from the National Renewable Energy
Program, amounting to 15,108,701 MWh annually, aiming
to contribute to supplying 692,557 houses with energy. The
amount of fossil fuel consumption will be reduced, con-
tributing to decreasing carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions by
9,828,156 Tons/year. Saudi Arabia is located between 31N
and 17.5N. It is strategically placed in the sunbelt (40N and
40S), benefiting from solar energy. The relatively-high cooling
loads in the kingdom lead to the need for urgent intervention
to maximize energy efficiency.

In contrast to the PV system that has the sole function
of generating electricity, the building-integrated PV (BIPV)
refers to the application of PV arrays, where they are in-
tegral parts of the building envelope having the process of
producing electricity as well [2]. Thus, with the current boom
in the construction of commercial and residential buildings
in KSA, adopting grid-tied installation integrated photovoltaic
technology could be one step forward for turning buildings
green while playing a partial role in achieving the green
growth strategy of the country, which aims to attain zero net
carbon emission by 2025. As Saudi Arabia’s Vision 2030 plans
to reduce the nation’s dependence on oil, this study shows
that BIPV can generate green energy, meeting some of the
country’s electricity demand by introducing grid-tied BIPV in
a selected place. This contributes to reducing the transmission
and distribution losses encountered in power-supply systems,
saving money, adding a beauty aspect to the building, and
minimizing the CO2 emissions.

Design considerations for BIPV systems must include the
building’s use and electrical loads, its location and orientation,
the appropriate type of PV technology, and the integration of
the system into the building design [3] [4]. There are various
software solutions available to assist with BIPV design and
performance modeling, including tools for PV and BIPV, tools
for optical design, multi-physics, and more [5]. Additionally,
BIPV can be architecturally integrated into a building’s strat-
egy to create aesthetically pleasing structures [6].

This work started by selecting an educational building as
a case study, collecting all the needed information about it
such as the geographical and meteorological data, the area of
each facade, and its energy consumption and the associated
electricity bills. The second step is the appropriate selection
of the solar system’s components: BIPV solar panels, and
inverters; taking into consideration the design constraints. The
third step is to perform an analytical design of the solar
system, including the appropriate selection of inverters that
synchronized with the selected BIPV solar panels, and the
solar dimensions in terms of the number of strings and number
of modules. The fourth step is modeling, designing, and
simulation with the PVSyst software. Lastly, a comparison was
made, ending up with the best solar system that can deliver
the highest energy to the educational building. Moreover, the



saved amount of electricity bill and the saved CO2 emissions
are calculated.

The outline of this article is as follows. Section II gives
the basics of solar systems. Sections III and IV introduce
the BIPV technology and applications. Section V shows the
data about the educational building. Section VI presents the
designstrategydologies of the BIPV solar system. Section VII
shows and discusses the analytical and simulation results.
Finally, the conclusion is presented in section VIII.

II. SOLAR SYSTEMS BASICS

PV systems work by converting sunlight directly into direct
current electricity. The conversion process takes place in PV
cells, which are usually made of silicon and vary in size
ranging from about 0.5 inches to 4 inches. A single PV cell
can produce about (0.5 V) and about (1-2) Watts of electricity.
This energy is small for use in any household or commercial
purposes. To increase the output of electricity, several PV
cells are electrically connected to form a PV module and
these modules are further electrically connected to form a PV
panel/PV array. The number of modules connected to form
an array depends on the required amount of solar electrical
energy.

There are two types of PV systems: grid-connected and
stand-alone which require storage batteries. Grid-connected
BIPV, shown in Fig. 1, reduces the necessity for storage
devices and generated electricity to supply both the building
and the grid. Excess generated electricity by the PV system
is supplied to the grid, and electricity is pulled from the
grid when there is a power shortage. The utility company
compensates customers for the excess solar power they offer
due to their energy contribution.

The PV cells generate a Direct Current (DC) that can’t
be used in homes’ lighting systems or other appliances. The
inverter can convert DC power to AC, control the power factor,
and regulate reactive power. The inverter might be a string,
multi-string, microinverter, or others. To obtain maximum
power from the PV and inverter combination, the power rating
of the inverter should match the power rating of the PV system
[7].

Fig. 1. Grid-Tied Solar System.

III. BIPV AND APPLICATIONS

In a building, occupant behavior is complex and stochastic
and primarily depends on the comfort level in indoor space.

Occupant comfort hugely influences the cognitive activity of
occupants, and mental health controls physiological reactions.
BIPV is an integral part of a building that replaces the
traditional buildings’ materials or envelopes such as roofs,
windows, and facades with PV-generating clean energy that
can reduce transmission and distribution losses. In addition
to maintaining daylighting, controlling thermal transmittance,
and generating clean energy electricity, they are durable and
aesthetically pleasing.

Referring to the technological aspects that include the
cladding, thermal protection level of the building, and trans-
parency rate for daylight penetration; there are three distinct
BIPV types: glazed semi-transparent with thermal properties,
opaque glazed without thermal protection, and opaque no-
glazed without thermal protection, shown in Fig. 2 [8].

Fig. 2. BIPV Types of technology; from left to right; Glazed semi-transparent
with thermal properties, Opaque glazed without thermal protection, and
Opaque no glazed without thermal protection.

Cladding is the outer layer of the building’s skin and
represents the shield against environmental conditions. For
Technological systems, there are six archetypes of BIPV,
referring to Fig. 3, roof (labeled by 1), facade (labeled by 2),
shading (labeled by 3), roof labeled by 4), semi-transparent
(labeled by 5), and glazed (labeled by 6) [9].

Fig. 3. Cladding archetypes of BIPV technology.

A. PV Technologies for BIPV

The First Generation is the Crystalline Silicon (c-Si) that is
produced from silicon wafers with high manufacturing costs.
They are sub-categorized into mono-crystalline (m-Si) and
poly-crystalline (p-Si) types. This technology is mature, non-
toxic, and possesses long-term performance. The efficiencies
of (m-si) and (p-si) lie between 17%-18% and 12%-13%,



respectively. The (c-Si) technology includes (20-30) years of
durability under outdoor exposure. Part of the current leading
(c-Si) vendors is Canadian Solar, JA Solar, and Jinko Solar.

Cadmium Telluride (CdTe), Copper Indium Gallium Se-
lenide Sulfide, and Amorphous Silicon (a-Si) are the second
generation of thin-film technology. This technology absorbs
the solar spectrum much more efficiently than (c-Si) and
has a lower manufacturing cost. Similar to (c-Si) technology,
irradiance, incident angle, ambient temperature, and wind
speed affect the performance. The (a-Si) absorbs a higher
amount of solar radiation than (c-Si) because of the absence
of the crystalline structure. Investigations and experimental
results showed that the (a-Si) module offered 14% higher
energy than (c-Si) in summer while 6% less in winter [10, 11].
The (CdTe) PV cells consist of cadmium (zinc) and telluride.
Cadmium is heavy metal and is toxic to living things. Telluride
is scarce and rare in nature as platinum leading to the high
price of the (CdTe) PV cells. Although the (Cd) element
is risky, however, the compound (CdTe) is environmentally
friendly with theoretical and experimental efficiencies of 29%
and 8%, respectively [12]. The (CIGS) PV cells consist of
Copper, Indium, Gallium, and Selenium. The manufacturing
cost is lower than the (c-Si) PV cells but more expensive than
(CdTe) cells. The Copper Indium Gallium Selenide (CIGS)
has average production efficiencies between 12% to 15% and
lower cost than the (c-Si) cells but more expensive than (CdTe)
cells.

Sunlight can generate electricity close to the Carnot limit
or 95%. However, first and second-generation solar cells can
only exploit 31% opposite to the Third Generation. The
Dye-sensitized solar cell (DSSC) fabrication is simpler and
more low-cost, environmentally benign than other PV cells.
Moreover, it is flexible, lightweight has a multi-color option,
and has transparency, working in cloudy weather or low-
light conditions makes it more viable for building integration.
Photochemical degradation of sealants, solvents, dyes, solvent
leakage, and Thermal stress are barriers to its declaration.
Currently, its efficiency reached 11.9% [13]. Perovskite solar
cell (PSC) offers efficiency from 3% to 22%. It has the
property of semi-transparency that make it suitable for BIPV
glazing and glazed façade applications. However, it contains
toxic lead which can restrict the acceptance of this technology.
Table I lists a comparison of different PV-based BIPV.

B. BIPV Market Share (MS)

Fig. 4 shows the demand for monocrystalline is reaching
71% compared to the thin film, which is 26%. For the roof
installation, the reliance on monocrystalline reaches 87%,
Fig. 5, while for the facade installation, the reliance is mostly
on the thin film, reaching 53%, Fig 6. The global market share
of BIPV facades in 2020 is approximately 36%, Fig. 7 [15].
The thin-film technology has an efficiency that is roughly the
same as that of the Si technology. However, thin film has better
material properties than crystalline such as higher absorption
(can typically absorb from 10 to 100 times more), less area

TABLE I
COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT PV SOLAR CELLS [14].

PV Type Generation
and Effi-
ciency

Advantages Disadvantages

Mono-
crystalline
Silicon
(m-Si)

1st,
26.7%

Highly efficient Expensive

Poly-
crystalline
Silicon
(p-Si)

1st, 22.3
%

Lesser energy and time
needed for production

Relatively low
efficiency than
(m-Si)

Cadmium
Telluride
(CdTe)

2nd, 21% Higher temperatures
and shading, lower
impact on performance,
less needed silicon for
production

Limited supply
of Cd and
environmental
hazards

Amorphous
silicon (a-
Si)

2nd, 10.2
%

Higher temperatures
and shading, lower
impact on performance,
less needed silicon for
production

Similar to CIGS
and CdTe

Perovskite 3rd,
20.9%

High efficiency and
possible transparency

Instability and
large scale device

Organic 3rd,
11.2%

has bonded electrons
that absorb huge range
of solar spectrum

variable degrada-
tion from weeks
to about 2 years

(requiring only one micron of layer thickness), and more cost-
effective [16], [17].

Fig. 4. BIPV MS. Fig. 5. Roof BIV MS.

Fig. 6. Facade BIPV MS. Fig. 7. Thin-Film BIPV MS.

C. Performance degradation of BIPV

PV cells convert a certain wavelength of the incoming
irradiation that contributes to only 15–20% direct conversion
of light into electricity, dissipating the rest as heat that causes



heating of the solar cells in PV panels [18]. There is a linear
power drops of (c-Si), (a-Si), (CdTe), and (CIGS) PV for
enhanced temperature with a maximum power drop occurred
for (c-Si) and minimum for (a-Si). With elevated temperature,
reverse saturation current and open-circuit voltage of (c-Si), (a-
Si), (CdTe), and (CIGS) PV increase and decrease respectively
which in turn lower the overall PV cell efficiency than its
standard value. PV temperature for first and second-generation
can reach as high as 80 C0, noting that the long-term thermal
stress on PV cells can damage them [19].

IV. ADMISSION AND REGISTRATION BUILDING

We selected the Admission and Registration (AR) building
in Effat University, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, Fig. 8 for our
study. It consists of four floors with glass facades. It includes
lecture halls, employees’ offices, PCs, printers, scanners, and
projectors. Its geographical information are given in Table II.

Fig. 8. AR building, Effat University, Jeddah, SA.

TABLE II
AR GEOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION.

Soil Reflectivity or Albedo (P) 0.2
Latitude 21.4780

Longitude 39.21060

Altitude 15 m
Minimum Temperature, Tmin 100C
Maximum Temperature, Tmax 550C
The Temperature at 1000W/m2, TC 250C

From the recent monthly electricity bills, the consumed
energy and the cost of the AR building are plotted in Fig. 9. It
consumes about 1305 MWh/year, and costing SR 71,900 [20].
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Fig. 9. AR: monthly consumed energy (KWh), and the cost (SR).

V. DESIGN OF A BIPV SOLAR SYSTEMS

A. calculating the net area of each AR facade

The entire area of the eastern facade is 1753 m2 with a
net area, labeled by numbers (1 - 5) in Fig. 10, to install the
solar panel equals 721.1 m2 (excluding the marble parts). The
ground floor is excluded to protect people’s health from the
panels emitted heat, and the shading from the higher floors.
The net area of the southern facade (except the part that closes
to the ground) is 1640 m2, highlighted in Fig. 11. The net
entire area of the western Facade (labeled by numbers 2, and
3 in Fig. 12) is 878.5 m2, shown in Fig. 12. The net area of
the western facade (labeled by (1 - 3) in Fig. 13) is 414.42
m2. The rooftop area of the building is 300 m2, Fig. 14.

Fig. 10. Eastern facade of AR building.

Fig. 11. Southern facade of AR building.

Fig. 12. Western facade of AR building.

Fig. 13. Northern facade of AR building.



Fig. 14. The rooftop of AR building.

B. The BIPV Model

We performed the design, modeling, and simulation of the
solar BIPV systems manually and by the PVsyst version 7.2
[21]. The PVsyst imports meteorological data from different
sources. The architectural solar model, including the main
two components which are the solar panel and the inverter,
is shown in Fig. 15.

Fig. 15. The solar system model.

C. Components Selection

The solar panel response is affected by the ambient temper-
ature and solar irradiance. Fig. 16, and 17 show the (I-V) and
(P-V) characteristic curves of the solar cell in fixed sunlight
and different temperatures. The two figures illustrate that when
the ambient temperature rises, the short-circuit current of solar
cells changes slightly, but the open-circuit voltage of solar
cells drops significantly, leading to a decrease in the output
power. In addition, different sunlight intensities would affect
the characteristic curves of solar cells. Fig. 18, and 19 show
the (I-V) and (P-V) characteristic curves of solar cells at fixed
temperatures but different sunlight intensities. The curves state
that by the increase of the sunlight intensity, the output power
increases, and vice versa [22].

First-Solar Series 6xxx CuRe modules represent the evolu-
tionary jump forward in thin film design. It has high quality,
reliability, improved efficiency, and long lifetime energy per-
formance; and delivers more energy and less loss compared to
c-Si modules, Fig 20. It has an innovative modular design that
provides the cleaning, protects edges against breakage, pro-
vides the industry’s fastest installation times and lowest mount-
ing hardware costs, optimizes module-to-module connections,
and eliminates the need for wire management. In addition, its
Carbon footprint is 2.5 × lower than monocrystalline silicon

Fig. 16. The I-V characteristics of the solar cell at different temperatures but
fixed sunlight.

Fig. 17. The P-V characteristics of the solar cell at different temperatures
but fixed sunlight.

Fig. 18. The I-V characteristics of the solar cells at fixed temperatures but
different sunlight.

Fig. 19. The P-V characteristics of the solar cell at fixed temperatures but
different sunlight.

Fig. 20. First Solar 30-year lifetime energy advantage.



TABLE III
FS-6480-C ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS AT 25◦ .

Nominal power (w) 480
Cell efficiency % 20.5
Voltage at PMAX (V) 187
Current at PMAX (A) 2.57
Open circuit voltage (V) 226
Short circuit current (A) 2.67
Max system voltage (V) 1500
Limiting reverse current (A) 5

on a life cycle basis [23]. We selected FS-6480A-C solar panel
with 480 W. Table III shows its electrical specifications.

As the PV array rarely produces power to its STC capacity,
it is common practice and often economically advantageous
to size the inverter to be less than the PV array. This ratio
of PV to inverter power is measured as the DC/AC ratio,
with a healthy value of 1.25, Fig. 21 [24]. In our design, we
selected four types of inverters, which are Fronius Eco 27.0.3-
S [25], Fronius Tauro Eco 100-3-D [26], Sunny HighPower
Peak3 125-US [27], and Kaco-60 [28]. Parts of their technical
specifications are shown in Table IV, V, VI, and VII.

Fig. 21. The best DC-AC ratio of inverters.

TABLE IV
TECHNICAL DATA FRONIUS-ECO-27.0 3S

INPUT DATA
Max. input current (Idcmax) (A) 47.7
Max. short circuit current (A) 71.6
DC input voltage range (V) (580 - 1000)
Nominal input voltage (V) 650
Max. PV generator power (Pdcmax) 37.8 kWpeak

OUTPUT DATA
AC nominal output (Pac,r) (KW) 27
Max. output power (Pac max) (KVA) 27
AC output current (Iac nom) (A) 40.9/39.1
AC voltage range (V) (150 - 275)
Frequency (fr) (Hz) (50/60)
Power factor (cosϕac (0 - 1) Ind./Cap.
Max. Efficiency 98.3%

D. BIPV Solar Panel’s Size

When designing a solar PV system, it’s critical to know the
minimum and a maximum number of PV modules that can
be connected in series referred to as a string. PV modules

TABLE V
TECHNICAL DATA FRONIUS-TARUO-ECO 100-3-D

INPUT DATA
Max. input current (Idcmax) (A) 175
Max. short circuit current (A) 365
DC input voltage range (V) (580 - 1000)
Nominal input voltage (V) 650
Max. PV generator power (Pdcmax) 150 kWpeak

OUTPUT DATA
AC nominal output (Pac,r) (KW) 100
Max. output power (Pac max) (KVA) 100
AC output current (Iac nom) (A) 152
AC voltage range (V) (380/220)
Frequency (fr) (Hz) (50/60)
Power factor (cosϕac (0 - 1) Ind./Cap.
Max. Efficiency 98.5%

TABLE VI
TECHNICAL DATA SUNNY HIGHPOWER PEAK3 125US

INPUT DC DATA
Max. input current (Idcmax) (A) 180
Max. short circuit current (A) 325
DC input voltage range (V) (705 - 1450)
Nominal input voltage (V) 1500
Max. PV generator power (Pdcmax) 187.5 kWpeak

OUTPUT DATA
AC nominal output (Pac,r) (KW) 125
Max. output power (Pac max) (KVA) 125
AC output current (Iac nom) (A) 151
AC voltage range (V) 480
Frequency (fr) (Hz) (50/60)
Power factor (cosϕac (0 - 1) Ind./Cap.
Max. Efficiency 98.5%

TABLE VII
TECHNICAL DATA KACO-60

INPUT DC DATA
Max. input current (Idcmax) (A) 108
DC input voltage range (V) (480 - 850)
Nominal input voltage (V) 1000
Max. PV generator power (Pdcmax) 187.5 kWpeak

OUTPUT DATA
AC nominal output (Pac,r) (KW)
Max. output power (Pac max) (KVA) 49.9
AC output current (Iac nom) (A) 72.2
AC voltage range (V) 184 - 264
Nominal voltage (V) 230
Frequency (fr) (Hz) (50/60)
Power factor (cosϕac (0 - 1) Ind./Cap.
Max. Efficiency 97.8%

produce more voltage in low temperatures and less voltage
in high temperatures. If too many modules are on the same
string, then the maximum input voltage of the inverter may
be exceeded and the electrical equipment connected to that
string could be damaged, or worse, start a fire. If too few
modules are on the same string, then the inverter might shut
off when the outside temperature is high and the system will
underperform during the summer months. The minimum string
size is the minimum number of PV modules, connected in
series, required to keep the inverter running during the hot



summer months. The minimum module output voltage that is
expected at the site’s high temperature, V mpmin, is calculated
according to (1).

Module V mpmin = Vmp×[
1 +

(
(Tmax + Tadd − TSTC)×

(
TKVmp

100

))]
(1)

Where: Vmp is the rated module max power voltage, Tmax

is the ambient high temperature for the installation site in C0,
Tadd is the temperature adjustment for installation method
in C0 and it is in the range (25 – 35), TSTC is the tem-
perature at standard test conditions, 25C0, and TkVmp is
the module temperature coefficient of Vmp in %/C0 that is
always expressed as a negative value. Considering the inverter
minimum voltage, inverter Vmin from the inverter’s datasheet,
the minimum number of modules in a string is calculated as
in (2), that has to be rounded up to the next whole number so
that the minimum inverter voltage is met.

Min number of modules per string (string size)

=
Inverter Vmin

Module V mpmin
(2)

In our design, we considered many restrictions which are:
the solar panel maximum voltage Vpp has to be less than the
highest input inverter’s voltage, the solar panel minimum Vpp

has to be greater than the minimum range of the inverter’s
voltage, Voc for one string should not exceed the inverter’s
Voc, and the solar panel’s current should not be more than the
inverter’s input current limit. All of this besides the DC/AC
ratio of the inverter. The calculation shows that the minimum
module voltage expected at this site’s high temperature is about
90% of the rated module Vmp. Lastly, the minimum number
of modules per string (string size), is equal to 4.

The maximum string size is the maximum number of PV
modules that can be connected in series and maintain a maxi-
mum PV voltage below the maximum allowed input voltage of
the inverter. Using the module open-circuit voltage tempera-
ture coefficient and the lowest expected ambient temperature to
correct the PV module-rated open-circuit voltage. The Module
V ocmax is calculated using the site’s lowest expected ambient
temperature when the modules would produce the highest
expected voltage. Where module V ocmax is the maximum
module voltage corrected for the site’s lowest expected ambi-
ent temperature, Voc is the module-rated open current voltage,
Tmin is the lowest expected ambient temperature for the site in
C0, and TkVoc is the module open current voltage temperature
coefficient %/C0, which is always expressed as a negative
value. The calculated maximum number of modules in a string
must always be rounded down to the next whole number
so that the maximum inverter voltage is not exceeded. Our
calculation shows that the maximum module voltage expected
at the site at low temperature is about 9.2% higher than
the rated module VOC . By using (3), the maximum number

of modules per string is 4. In conclusion, the only possible
number of modules is 4 (minimum = maximum).

Maximum number of modules per string

=
Inverter Vmax

Module V OCmax
(3)

VI. RESULTS

Solar power is maximum when panels are facing the sun
in a way that the solar rays are striking the solar panels in
perpendicular directions. To meet this condition, the tilt angle
of solar panels is to be equal to the latitude of the building
(Jeddah with a longitude of 39.5E), which is 21.5N. The best
azimuth angle has been tackled by many researchers and many
estimated equations have been derived as in [ours], and it is
180◦, for the AR.

For n = 4 modules and a module area of 2.51 m2 (from
datasheet), the number of strings for each floor according to
the available area and the generated power are given by (4),
and (5). The detailed calculations and the results are tabulated
in Table VIII, resulting a total generated power of about 756
kW.

Number of strings =
area

n× area of module
(4)

Generated power by array = array size× 480W (5)

TABLE VIII
GENERATED POWER AND ENERGY OF THE AR BUILDING.

Facade East South West North Roof
Facade Area (m2), A 721.1 1640 878.5 414.42 300
Number of modules per
string, M

4 4 4 4 4

Each string area (×
2.5m2), a

10 10 10 10 10

Number of strings (A
a

), S 72 164 87 41 30
Array size (S × M), AS 288 656 348 164 120
Power (Kw) (AS × 480 W) 138.24 314.88 167.04 78.72 57.6

A. PVSyst Simulation Results

The PVSyst is used to design and simulate the BIPV solar
system for the AR building. The software is provided by the
building parameters, tilt and azimuth angles for each facade,
the BIPV thin-film technology, and the chosen inverters. The
simulation results are given in Fig. 22, 23, 24, 25, and 26.

From the PVSyst report: the annual global irradiation on the
horizontal plane is 2177.7 kWh/m2, the annual global incident
energy on the collector is 1203.1 kWh/m2, and the annual
effective global irradiation (after losses) is 1158.0 kWh/m2.
With this effective irradiance, the annual DC energy produced
from the PV array, and the annual energy injected into the grid
are 773.30 MWh and 758.74 MWh respectively, see Fig. 27.

The solar system has 1560 modules providing a power of
749 KW, and energy of 758.7 kWh/year with a performance



Fig. 22. PVSyst results of the east facade of AR building.

Fig. 23. PVSyst results of the south facade of AR building.

Fig. 24. PVSyst results of the west facade of AR building.

Fig. 25. PVSyst results of the north facade of AR building.

Fig. 26. PVSyst results of the rooftop of AR building.

Fig. 27. Balances and results

efficiency of about 84%. Fig. 28 shows that the highest energy
Production is in January and February due to many reasons
such as the high radiation, the sun’s lower position in the
sky, and the nonmutual shading from 7:00 AM till 4:00 PM,
from cold weather. While in summer, the production is less. In
addition, the PVSyst simulation results showed that the BIPV
solar system saved 16912.3 tCO2 during a 30 years lifetime,
which proves the feasibility of the system and of owning a
building powered by solar energy compared to a traditional
building, which will conserve natural resources and improve
air quality, biodiversity and the ecosystem.

Fig. 28. Normalized production per kWP .



A comparison between the results obtained from the manual
calculation and the PVSyst is given in Table IX. As the de-
signed BIPV system can generate annual energy of 854 MWh,
which can afford (854× 100/1305) = 65% of the AR needs
(manual calculations), or (758× 100/1305) = 58% (PVSyst
results). In [20], we designed an attached solar system (not
BIPV) for the same AR building. Among different proposed 8
solar modules, AE mono-crystaline solar modules with ABB
PVS800-57-0315KW-B inverter was the best design, Fig. 29.
The system consists of 28 strings × 19 leading to 532 modules
generating a total energy of 668.9 MWh/year that yields to
(668× 100/1305) = 51% of the AR consumed annual energy.
Fig. 31 shows the AR needs, the generated energy from the
classic attached PV solar system, and the proposed BIPV solar
system.

TABLE IX
GENERATED POWER AND ENERGY OF THE AR BUILDING.

Manual Results PVSyst
Results

Error%

Number of modules 1576 1560 1.02%
Total power (KW) 756.48 749 0.989%
Total Energy
MWh/year

0.84× 1158×

(72 + 164 + 87 + 30)
×2.5 = 854 758.7 11%
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Fig. 29. The net produced energy for each solar technology.

VII. CONCLUSION

According to the Saudi General Authority for Statistics, the
total population in Saudi Arabia is increasing, reaching about
35 million in 2021. This led to an increase in electrical energy
consumption reaching about 289,333 GWh in 2021. Saudi
Arabia is working to find innovative solutions to increase

Fig. 30. Normalized production and loss factors: nominal power 354 KWp.
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Fig. 31. Comparison between the annual AR consumed energy with the
generated energy from the attached and BIPV solar systems.

Saudi Arabia’s share in the production of renewable energy
and diversify local energy sources. The amount of fossil
fuel consumption will be reduced, which would contribute to
decreasing carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions. Because of the
location of Saudi Arabia, solar energy is a vital renewable
energy source to be considered.

The BIPV is the application of PV arrays where they are
integral parts of the building envelope having the function of
producing electricity as well. The BIPV produces electricity
close to the point of use and provides the additional benefit of
reducing transmission and distribution losses. Thus, with the
current boom in the construction of commercial and residential
buildings in KSA, adopting grid-tied building integrated photo-
voltaic technology could be one step toward turning buildings
green while playing a partial role in achieving the green growth
strategy of the country which aims to attain zero net carbon
emission by 2025. A complete analysis of each facade of AR
besides its rooftop is done. A solar design of each facade
based on thin-film BIPV is performed by the use of First
solar FS-6480A-C April2021,480 W and four different types
of inverters are utilized in the design. Verification of the design
is done by the PVSyst. The yearly energy production is about
759.0 MWh and the annual performance rate is 0.84. This
result was less than the manually calculated (854.0) by 11%;
maybe because of the losses. The key performance indicators
taken into account in this analysis are system size, array



efficiency, inverter efficiency, system configuration, the total
energy production of the system, and the decrease of annual
CO2 emissions by 14066.7 tons. The proposed BIPV solar
system can provide the AR building with about 65% of its
needs, which is better than the classic attached solar system
that can provide the AR building by only 51% of its needs;
leading to more decrease in the annual electrical bill.
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